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Single living cell manipulation and identification using
microsystems technologies
Ion Stiharu1, Anas Alazzam2, Vahé Nerguizian3 and Dacian Roman1

The paper presents the principles and the results of the implementation of dielectrophoresis for separation and identification of
rare cells such as circulation tumor cells (CTCs) from diluted blood specimens in media and further label-free identification of the
origins of separated cells using radio-frequency (RF) imaging. The separation and the identification units use same fabrication
methods which enable system integration on the same platform. The designs use the advantage of higher surface volume ratio
which represents the particular feature for micro- and nanotechnologies. Diluted blood in solution of sucrose–dextrose 1–10 is
used for cell separation that yields more than 95.3% efficiency. For enhanced sensitivity in identification, RF imaging is performed
in 3.5–1 solution of glycerol and trypsin. Resonance cavity performance method is used to determine the constant permittivity of
the cell lines. The results illustrated by the signature of specific cells subjected to RF imaging suggest a reliable label-free single cell
detection method for identification of the type of CTC.
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INTRODUCTION
Over the last few decades, medical research has gained signifi‐
cant evolvement that has gently led toward a paradigm shift
approach in medicine: moving the observation from patient and
organ toward a more in-depth observation—single cells within
the organ. This advancement has been enabled to some extent
by engineering sciences, among which a major momentum was
driven by the microsystems technologies.
The micro- and nanotechnologies have been research subjects

of the past few decades by engineers and scientists. Some of the
investigations on microsystems have been directed toward the
applications on medical sciences which enabled promising pro-
gress of few research topics in medicine1. Thus, at micro scale,
elements of interest to medical sciences existent in the specific
investigated matter could be revealed, analyzed, and the results
could lead the track toward procedures that could not have been
imagined two decades ago2. As a good example to the above
statement, single living cell analysis has the potential to help in
early detection of medical conditions involving modifications in
the cell functions such as cancer genesis and progression3.
The presented research was inspired by the need to accurately

count circulating tumor cells during and after the treatment of
cancer patients3,4. An added benefit to the process could be offered
by the capability that the counted cells could be collected for
further analysis of culturing after counting and identification.
Hence, the rationale of the research resides in achieving label-free
accurate separation of the targeted cells using procedures that do
not require a bio-chemical laboratory. Thus, the separation method
proposed below is based on dielectrophoresis (DEP) phenomenon
that has been proved to yield very good results in separating
targeted groups of cells of known properties5. However, the present
work goes one step forward toward cell-type identification based

on the specific signature when imaged through a radio frequency
(RF) signal. This approach sets another check point in the identi-
fication of living cells which makes the method more accurate than
the DEP separation. If two cells are biologically different but they
encounter same size and complex dielectric constant, they will be
identified by the RF imaging. Hence, the second step in the process
has a double-fold objective: to accurately identify among the
separated cells in the first phase and to attempt to identify them
when a comprehensive database will be developed. The extra step
ensures the accuracy of the separation process and further enables
identification of the source of the unlabeled individual circulation
tumor cells (CTCs) based on their specific signature as a response to
a GHz range RF weak signal. The advantage of the principle is found
in capability of automation and portability of the platform. Hence,
two different platforms are used in this work. One is built to separate
CTCs based on their size and complex dielectric permittivity using
the DEP process. The second is built to identify the response
signature of the already separated cells to RF signal with the
objective of identification of the type of cell. Below, a brief state of
the art of living cell separation and identification is presented.
Separation of rare cells from treated blood or media has been

performed for quite some time to the extent that such methods
are currently used in clinical tests. Flow cytometry enables
counting and separation of specific cells from a sample of mixed
cells based on their affinity to a selected die or a labeling agent.
For an example, a mix of acid fuchsin, acridine yellow, and
berberine was used by Friedman6 for uterine cancer detection.
Since then, multiple recipes used for detection of cells of interest
as selected matching antibodies have been made available. Flow
cytometry counting as well as separation are both possible and
some of such found cells may be re-imaged in cultures under
certain circumstances7. The flow cytometry has evolved to the
extent that markers could be designed for the specific molecules
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that differentiate the functionality of same type of cells or it uses
novel detection principles such as optical impedance8,9.
Separation of rare cells has also been successfully carried out

using methods based on the antibody-antigen affinity. Thus,
magnetic microbeads coated with the antibody of interest are
mixed with treated blood. Cells that overexpress the targeted
antigens will collect such magnetic particles based on their bio-
chemical expression. Further, the mix is inserted in a magnetic field
which will attract the magnetic particles and the cells attached to
them while the unattached cells will be flushed with the flow
stream. The above procedure was employed in developing equip-
ment and in clinical protocols that have been intensively used10,11.
One of the basic principles that aided to set the objectives of this

research was focused on the ability of the method to adjust to the
variance of the searched cells related to size as well as their
expression. If most of the CTCs size ranges usually between 10 μm
and 25 μm, two cells of the same origin and expression may have
different sizes. If separation is exclusively performed based on size,
such variance may yield to the reduction of the effectiveness of the
separationmethod. DEPwill perceive size just in the amplitude of the
attraction or rejection force exerted on the cells and not in the type of
force. The type of force is given by the complex dielectric constant
that will be similar for all cells of same type and which will give the
cross-over frequency value. This is the main rationale that leads this
work toward a separation principle that enables variance as well as
applies multiple criteria of selection such that if a cell fails one of the
criteria, there are chances to be identified by the others. The clinically
accepted cell count method10, CellSearch, uses the amount of 7.5 cc
of fresh blood that carries about 40� 109 cells. Out of that count, any
number below 102 CTCs is found in a fresh blood specimen.
The interest toward developing microfluidic devices is primarily

driven by the high ratio of surface area to volume which enhanced
the ability to probe a unit volume into a detailed discrete biological
sample. In addition, microfluidic platforms for cell separation and
identification enjoy all the advantages associated with the micro-
fluidic devices. These include increased functional integration,
reduced volume of chemicals (samples and reagents) and power
consumption, enhanced transport phenomena leading to reduced
time to results, and improved portability due to miniaturization12,13.
Microfluidic devices have been intensively investigated, developed,
and characterized for improved detection and separation of particu-
lar cells fromwhole blood or other fluid bio-specimens12–14. Different
principles of separation and counting under still and continuous flow
conditions have been successfully developed and largely used by
preparing immuno-coated surfaces that attract and retain the
targeted cells. Similarly, antibody conditioned magnetic microbeads
have been used to uphold the targeted cells under magnetic field in
the continuous flow microfluidic circuit. This principle was extended
into a very successful product that is used in evaluation of the
effectiveness of chemotherapy15. The separation based on magnetic
microparticles method has, however, a long history despite the fact
that there are few drawbacks of the method16,17. These evidences
provide good rationale toward the support of the ongoing investiga-
tions on other suitable technologies of accurate separation and
counting of rare cells. Accuracy of anymethod could be improved by
using multiple checking rules. For an example, the isolation by size of
epithelial tumor cells is based on size only and cells smaller that the
selected threshold may fall in the same category16. In cytometry as in
magnetic microparticle separation, cells are identified based on
specific cell overexpression of antibodies onwhich the label attaches.
Clustering of cells may represent a significant error-inducing factor of
both methods. Microsystems devices bring another approach in cell
separation and identification. Cells could be separated in bulk, in
large microfluidic chips, or they could run as single cells through
functionalized microchannels. The advantage of the controlled flow
enables the use for identification of cells which would be assessed

based on their specific image perceived by the suitable selected
detection physics. Recently, several microfluidic platforms were
reported18 for detection, and separation of cells have been reported.
Certain microfluidic devices use biomarkers that are selected for the
specific cells to separate and differentiate13,16,17,19–21. The commonly
utilized biomarker of CTCs is epithelial cell adhesion molecule
(EpCAM; antigen). It is widely accepted that the EpCAM is over-
expressed on the surface of most CTCs released from carcinomas.
Based on this characteristic of CTCs, microfluidic devices have been
developed for separation of CTCs from blood based on the concept
of antigen-antibody affinity22. The surface of such devices is coated
with anti-EpCAM (antibody) to which CTCs from blood adhere and
are later collected for analysis. As an example of another bio-label
utilized for capture of prostate cancer CTCs, in samemanner as above
described is prostate-specific membrane antigen (PSMA). PSMA is
usually over-expressed by prostate cancer cells and the correspond-
ing anti-PSMA antibody is known as J59123. This separation approach
is beneficial as it acts independent of CTCs diameter, thereby
preventing other cells such as leukocytes from being wrongfully
identified and separated as CTCs since the diameter range of
leukocytes is similar with that of CTCs. Hence, an antigen-antibody
combination has to be available for the searched CTCs to implement
this technique and this may not always be the case. All the above
methods show remarkable benefits as well as few drawbacks. Thus,
different principles of separation are investigated; each yielding
certain benefits over others19. The above reasoning leads toward new
principles of effective separation and accurate identification. One
such separation principle, the identification method, the test
procedure, and the results are presented below.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this work, DEP is used as the separation principle. DEP refers to the
movement of electrically neutral, but polarizable particles, i.e. cells in
the case of CTC separation, in a non-uniform electric field. When the
cell moves toward the gradient of electric fieldmaxima and gradient
of electric field minima, then the DEP phenomenon is specifically
termed as positive-DEP (pDEP) and negative-DEP (nDEP), respect-
ively. The force that positions a cell in a non-uniform electric field is
determined by several factors including cell diameter, electrical
conductivity of the medium, and capacitance of the cell membrane
and frequency of the external electrical signal. The frequency may
play the role of a moderator in capturing cells with size variations.
Judicious selection of nDEP and pDEP improves the selectivity of the
method and the capability of targeted cells of being retained for
separation. Therefore, for a specific cell diameter, electrical conduct-
ivity of themediumand frequency of the external electrical signal on
the electrode toward which the cell moves are determined solely by
the capacitance of the cell membrane. As capacitance of the cell
membrane varies between cell types, it is possible to have at a given
frequency range both pDEP and nDEP within the same blood
specimen, thereby enabling the separation of particular cells from
the rest of other cell types in the blood sample. Polarizable spherical
cell suspended in low-conductivity medium and placed under non-
uniform electrical field experiences a DEP force that is given by24:

FDEP ¼ πε0εmr
3Re½fcm�rðE:EÞ ð1Þ

where ε0, εm are the vacuum and suspending medium relative
dielectric constant, respectively, r is the radius of the cell, Re½fcm� is
the real part of Clausius–Mossotti factor, and E represents the peak
electric field. Clausius–Mossotti factor fcm has real and imaginary
parts. The real part of fcm determines DEP on cell and imaginary
part of it describes the electrorotational torque on the same.
Clausius–Mossotti factor is defined as25:

fcmðε�p; ε�m;ωÞ ¼
ε�pðωÞ−ε�mðωÞ

ε�pðωÞ þ 2ε�mðωÞ
ð2Þ
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where ε�pðωÞ and ε�mðωÞ are the frequency dependent complex
permittivity (CP) of the cell and of the suspending medium as
function of the angular frequency ω, respectively. The practical
design takes advantage of the above phenomenon. Thus, cells that
are searched by both size and constant dielectric value will be able
to travel through the electrodes, while all the other cells will be
retained by the electric field created by the electrode. The cut-off
frequencies and the preparation of blood specimens are given in
detail in our previous work24,26. Figure 1 illustrates four snapshots
taken to cells retained by the nDEP, while the marked MDA231
cancer cell is seen to travel the electrode and settle in high electric
filed area. Selection of the MDA 231 cell line model was suggested
by the extended data availability on this type of cell line.
Cells of interest are targeted by the suitable selected frequen-

cies20,26,27. The cells seen in the lower left part of the figure will not
cross the comb-like electrode and will be directed to flow to the
selected outlet. The targeted cells will be allowed to cross the
electrodes due to the weak pDEP force they experience and will be
pushed to flow to a different outlet where they will be collected.
The images are shown in sequence from top-left to bottom-right.
Fresh blood samples were suspended in the low-conductivity

sucrose/dextrose medium with ratio of 1:10. A small amount of
trypsin is added to the sucrose–dextrose medium to bring the
conductivity of the mix to 100 µS cm−1 24,26,28. The two types of cells
are mixed and the separation process is performed through the chip
as shown in Figure 2. Cells through and separated are counted after
the separation using a hemocytometer. The group of tests was
carried out while focusing on high ratio between blood cells and

CTC count. Diluted blood cells were prepared as above. The cancer
cell lines were diluted in 1:14 and 1:105 volumes and fed through the
separator. After few minutes of separation, the supply of cells was
cut. The separated cells were counted under themicroscope and the
accuracy of separation was calculated. The separation was per-
formed again and the cells were counted each time. The results
show that the separation rate is superior to 95%26 in both
circumstances as shown in Table 1. For large number of cells in
solution, counting is hardly relevant as the counting number ends in
four zeros. However, it was noticed that the counting was consistent
for each experiment and given the fact that the direct counting for
reduced number of cells show separation efficiency above 95%, and
following reference5, we concluded that the efficiency of separation
for rare cells in solution is exceeding 95%. Each experiment was
repeated in excess of 50 times.
The chip was designed to perform separation of 10 cc of

diluted cells in media in about 40 min. The width of the chip is of
100 mm and the gap between the aligned electrodes on the top
and bottom glass is of 200 µm. The separation was performed at
average flow velocities below 250 µ ms−1. The fluid velocity was
controlled using a syringe pump. Higher flows may lead to loss of
targeted cells. The two sets of electrodes on the top and bottom
glass were carefully aligned before the chip was sealed. Holes
drilled in the glass enable smooth flow of the mix. The electrodes
are fed through the board connector that enables fast change in
the electrical settings on the individual electrodes. The thin
metallic electrodes (about 0.2 µm thick) were deposited on glass
using conventional micromachining.

Figure 1 Illustration of the sequence of a separation process for MDA231 cells (circled) from blood specimen. 20 V peak-to-peak and
frequency of 30 kHz, medium conductivity is 100 µS cm−1, and electrodes width is 15 µm.
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Further to separation, the rare cells have been subjected to the
identification process. This procedure was carried out for a few types
of cell lines. Selection of the imaging frequency is dependent on the
Claussius–Mossotti factor expressed above. In general, amaterial can
be characterized by its unique permittivity signature and conduct-
ivity or CP and these parameters are mainly determined by the
molecular structure of thematerial24. In fact, the dielectric properties
of a material hint on how that material will interact with an applied
electromagnetic field. The electromagnetic measurement spectrum
of the CP covers from low frequencies to much higher microwave
frequencies. Once these properties are known, the physical and
chemical properties of the material can be estimated. Permittivity
and conductivity information at low frequency are used in separat-
ing and transporting cells by DEP. Higher frequency CP measure-
ments were performed for cell characterization required for
identification and detection. Relative or normalized CP is written as:

ε�R ¼ εR−
jσ
ωεo

� �
¼ ε0R−jε

00
R ð3Þ

where ε0R is the real part of the CP or the dielectric constant and ε00R is
the imaginary part of the CP, σ is defined as the conductivity
including both the material conductivity and the dielectric loss,ω is
the angular frequency of the applied electric signal, and j ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffi

−1
p

.
Detection of single cell at radio-frequencies requires the

characterization of each cell dielectric properties for identification.
Unfortunately, single cell measurement is impossible and mea-
surements are made on tissues and cells in bulk29. Hence, CP of
cells in bulk form suspended in media is measured with minimum
amount of media using resonant cavity perturbation method30.
Very small sample volume is used with this method with

appropriate and accurate measurement results. From the effect-
ive CP (εeff) measurement of cells in the media (εm) and the
volume fraction of particles (Vf), single cell or particle CP (εp) is
estimated by the Maxwell–Wagner–Hanai formula31 given by:

ðεp�−εeff�Þ
ðεp�−εm�Þ ¼ ð1−vf Þ εeff

�

εm�

� �1=3

ð4Þ

For separation as mentioned above, cells are suspended in a media
with a mixture of water and sucrose/dextrose20,26,27. For cell
detection, since the CP of the solution of sucrose/dextrose is very
close to that of the cells, a mixture of glycerol with trypsin (water
soluble triglyceride) is used in experiments due to its very low
dielectric constant at RF frequencies. Trypsin is mainly used to avoid
cells clustering and to condition the dielectric constant of themedia
much different from the one of the cells. The duration of the essay is
of 15–20 s which represents the travel of the cell through the
interrogation station. However, cells are moved in glycerol–trypsin
environment prior to the tests. In a single platform, duration of
switch from sucrose–dextrose media to glycerol–trypsin may be as
long as 2 min. However, cells survive in glycerol–trypsin environ-
ment for up to few days but the cell proliferation is inhibited32.
The medium preparation and the conductivity measurements

for separation are found in Gleghorn et al. and Alazzam et al.23,26.
For cells identification, a mixture of glycerol–trypsin solution 0.1
mol in a ratio of 3.5:1 yields dielectric constant of 18 and
dielectric loss of 18 in the RF measurement band. This choice of
media solution improves the sensitivity of the measurement and
it does not produce harm to the cells as glycerol is used in
bacteria culturing30. During the entire measurement, cells are
kept in the appropriate media for their survivability and health.
The measurement platform is realized in same technology steps

as the separation chip. More attention is given to the connections
used for high frequency injection and reading to avoid any
inaccurate interpretation. The configuration of the chip and a
picture of the platform are given in Figure 3.
Thewidth of the electrodewas selected as 50 µm. The channel is 50

µm in height and 300 µm in width. The emitter and the antenna
(reversible configuration) require an accurate alignment as they are
positioned on two different microfluidic surfaces. The measurement

Table 1 Accuracy of separation MDA231 cells from blood using the
reported microfluidic device

Target
ratio Initial ratio

Tumor cells counted
before separation

Tumor cell counted
after separation

Efficiency of
separation

1:104 1:14,000 106 101 >95%
1:105 1:120,000 26 25 96%
1:105 1:180,000 7 7 100%

a b

Figure 2 (a) The configuration of the electrodes—design layout; the distance between the long electrodes is 30 µm and the digits-like
electrodes are 15 µm side squares. (b) The separation chip assembled is shown with a Canadian dollar coin (Ø 26.4 mm) in the picture.
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channel includes four focusing electrodes that are activated to the
frequency that initiates nDEP. This enables the cells to align and
centerwithin the channel while pressure is driven to the interrogation
post. The two transversal electrodes use impedance measurement
to detect the existence of the cell approaching the interrogation
point. Once a cell is detected, an interrogation signal with frequencies
ranging from 1 to 12 GHz is emitted at the time the cell reaches the
interrogation point. The intensity of the injected signal is of 1mWand
the duration of the sweep signal is of 100 ms. The flow average
velocity was set to 10–20 µm s−1.

RESULTS
The main contribution of this paper is on using multiple criteria of
separation for accurate identification of cells. The DEP part was

presented25, such that the results of concern are mainly the ones
obtained from the RF response collected from individual cells.
The results of the RF identification measurements carried out

on several cancer cell lines. The measurements of the CP for the
two cell lines are shown in Figure 4.
Both real and imaginary parts of the CP are shown for imaging

frequencies between 2 GHz and 4.5 GHz. A certain intra-cellular
variance of both real and imaginary parts is observed. Since CP
of particles at high frequency shows dispersion with frequency,
measurement range should be selected such that the dielec-
tric constant and the dielectric loss are non-dispersive28. From
the measurement of the CP of a few cancer cells lines, the
frequency range 2–4.5 GHz shows very small dispersion and
therefore this frequency range is selected for cell identification by
RF imaging.

a

c

b

Electrodes for focusing

Electrodes for measurement

Figure 3 (a) and (b) The interrogation platform—detail of themicrofluidic channel, the focusing electrodes, and the detection/imaging electrodes.
Part (a) illustrates the inlet and the outlet and part (b) illustrates the detail of the microfluidic circuit. (c) The cell identification and imaging
platform. The microfluidic chip is covered by an aluminum case. The visibility of the microfluidic channel is ensured by a visitation access cutout.
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A sample of the insertion loss measurement using the vector
network analyzer type 8720ES is illustrated in Figure 5. The lines
indicate the cumulated average measurement for the cells that
were investigated.
The measurements revealed that cells of same origin yield

identical RF insertion loss. The selection of glycerol based media
helps improving the sensitivity of the measurement as the cell RF
properties are detected and not the media. From identification
perspective, the presented RF imaging method is extremely
suitable to differentiate between two different types of cells. To
support this statement, in Figure 6, the insertion losses for two
types of cells are illustrated within the range of 2–4.5 GHz. The
repeated measurements for the same type of cells show no
abatement from the plots shown in Figure 6. The explanation for
this consistency is due to the selected measurement scale—in dB
which in terms of signature is consistent for the same line of cells.
The results show that the signature of each type of cell is

significantly different, while the variation within the same type of
cell is minimal—virtually undetectable with the used setup.
However, the identification will require the development of an
extensive atlas of signatures that could be used of automatic
recognition from a database. Further, separation of the cells will
pose no challenge as long as cells are identified. The method
yields 100% accuracy based on the signature of the RF response
of the cells to low intensity large spectrum RF signal.

DISCUSSION
The above presented results reveal the capability of the discussed
method of identification based on RF imaging to be extended

toward cell type identification. Hence, the presented results do
point out clearly that the RF imaging represents a very good label-
free tool for cell identification after separation and the capability
of the method shows great potential for cell typing. The two
platforms that complete the label-free separation and the identi-
fication use same technology. They could be integrated in a
unique platform that would perform fully automatic both separa-
tion and identification. Besides the insertion loss, one could
extract the return loss as well and the detailing of the two yields
more hints and better objective identification. Both the insertion
loss and the return loss could be used for identification and
validation. It is expected that the results will be dependent on the
specific configuration of the interrogation station which will
modify the configuration of the microchannel. However, the
amplitude of the RF signal may vary in a different configuration
of the interrogation station, but the signature is expected to reveal
the type of cell. The development of the database of type of cells
is a feasible task as the platform may be easily automatized. The
integration of the separation and identification platforms in a sole
piece and extension of the capability of operation of the
separation in parallel configuration could lead to time reduction
of the process making it a great candidate for a point of care
device. The proposed platform has the advantage that no
calibration equipment is needed as the reference signal could be
taken from the media used here as a baseline. Few of the
advantages of such a platform are: portability, automation,
capability to perform accurate assessment with little volume
specimen—single living cells. The principle of detection could be
used for evaluation of cells that may be different from their
predecessor: infected cells, mutant cells, etc. The two-steps
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principle is expected to yield efficiencies higher than the ones
reported in the literature1,5,16 as the first criterion of separation
may be relaxed such that all targeted cells would pass it. The
second step RF signature identification will collect only the cells of
interest based on their specific signature.
Besides counting, a suitable database of the signature of the

cancer cells could enable fast and accurate detection of the
source of a CTC found in the blood stream. This may significantly
improve the output of the treatment as long as the type of cancer
in the metastasis is known.
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